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Virginia Section

AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY

OCTOBER MEETING NOTICE
Virginia Union University
Richmond, Virginia
Friday, October 16, 2020

NOTE: This will be a virtual meeting. You may participate via Zoom.
See instructions on Page 3 below.
PROGRAM:

6:30 p.m.

HOST:

Dr. Karl T. Jackson, ktjackson2@vuu.edu

SPEAKER:

Dr. LaTia E. Scott

TOPIC:

“Wound Healing: From Eye to Foot”

OUTREACH VOLUNTEER OF THE YEAR AWARD:
Dr. Michael Hunnicutt
R. GERALD BASS AWARD FOR EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE:
Dr. Ann Marie Sullivan
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Dr. LaTia Scott
Dr. LaTia Etheredge Scott is the Interim Director of the
Forensic Biology Program and Associate Professor in the
Department of Biological Sciences at Delaware State
University with a current research interest in the effect of
probiotics on diabetic foot ulcers. She is committed to the
recruitment and retention of minority students in STEM
disciplines as well as job placement. She received her
bachelor’s degree in Chemistry from Virginia Union University
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and her MS and PhD from the University of South Florida Morsani School of Medicine in
Medical Sciences with a concentration in Pathology and Cell Biology. She participated in two
post-doctoral training programs, one at the University of South Carolina and the other at
Vanderbilt University. Her background includes research in wound healing in the human eye
and microbial genetics, as well as science education. She is a certified 6-12 grade biology
teacher, certified online instructor and an entrepreneur. She is the proud owner of Extreme
S.T.E.A.M. LLC and DLS Development Group LLC. She has published several peer reviewed
articles, served as an NSF reviewer and has secured over $2.5 million in external funding.

“Wound Healing: From Eye to Foot”
The wound healing process is complex and dynamic. This process can be easily altered by
various factors including infection, age, and nutrition. Corneal wound healing often leads to
the development of scar tissue with loss of transparency. When the cornea is wounded,
growth factors IGF-I, TGF-B, FGF-2, and PDGF stimulate keratocytes to synthesize different
levels of collagens and proteoglycans and are therefore likely responsible for initiating the
wound healing repair process. Likewise, diabetic foot ulcers (DFUs) are complex open
wounds that are usually found on the bottom of the foot. Diabetes mellitus has been shown to
significantly delay the wound healing process of DFUs and often lead to limb amputation.
Current research interest is to examine the genome of clinical strains of pseudomonas
aeruginosa and determine if it has a correlation to patient outcome.

R. GERALD BASS AWARD FOR EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE
Dr. Ann Marie Sullivan, Professor of Chemistry and
Program Chair of Chemistry, Geology, and Physics at
Reynolds Community College, will receive the R. Gerald
Bass Award for Exceptional Service at the October 16
meeting of the Virginia Section. Dr. Sullivan has been an
active member of the Virginia Section for over 30 years,
serving as chair of the section in 2002 and receiving the
Distinguished Service Award in 2005. Dr. Sullivan has also
been active in the national ACS as a Section Councilor for
13 years and serving on several national committees. She
was the co-chair and program chair for the SERMACS - 2011 meeting that was held in
Richmond. Her service in the Virginia Section include Webmaster, the Chemistry
Olympiad, the Women Chemists Committee, National Chemistry Week, and
Chemists Celebrate Earth Day.
The R. Gerald Bass Award for Exceptional Service is named for Dr. R. Gerald Bass,
who received the first Bass award, given to him by the Virginia Section on October 24,
2015 at its 100th Anniversary Gala.
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OUTREACH VOLUNTEER OF THE YEAR
Dr. Michael Hunnicutt
Dr. Mike Hunnicutt, Chair of the Project SEED Committee for the Virginia
Section, will receive the Outreach Volunteer of the Year Award for the
Virginia Section at the October 16 meeting. The designation comes from
the Committee of Community Activities of the national ACS. Each local
section can recognize one individual for demonstrating extraordinary
outreach volunteer service within the section. Previous winners in the
Virginia Section include Julian Bobb (2019), Heather Lourenco (2018),
Stephanie Mabry (2017), and Colleen Taylor (2016). Dr. Hunnicutt is an
Assistant Professor of Chemistry at Virginia Commonwealth University. He
has coordinated the Project SEED program at VCU for the past three years
and has worked to expand the SEED program within the Virginia Section.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ACCESSING THE
OCTOBER 16 MEETING USING ZOOM
The online presentation of the October 16 meeting will use the Zoom format. Dr. Gerard McShepard
of Virginia Union University is the meeting host.
Topic: Virginia Section of the American Chemical Society (ACS) - October Meeting 2020
Time: 06:30 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada)
Date: October 16, 2020
To join the Zoom meeting: copy this url and paste it into your Internet browser:
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82201576417?pwd=REI3Vi9aM2lUZThwN2tDbGV3VlR2dz09

Meeting ID: 822 0157 6417
Passcode: VUU1865
One tap mobile
+16468769923,,82201576417#,,,,,,0#,,9410298# US (New York)
+13017158592,,82201576417#,,,,,,0#,,9410298# US (Germantown)
If dialing in by phone, use one of these Zoom addresses (toll charges may apply):
+1 646 876 9923 US (New York)
+1 301 715 8592 US (Germantown)
+1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago)
+1 669 900 6833 US (San Jose)
+1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)
+1 346 248 7799 US (Houston)
+1 408 638 0968 US (San Jose)
Meeting ID: 822 0157 6417
Passcode: 9410298
For locations outside of the U.S., find your local number at: https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kccakyLxRA
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Chemistry at Virginia Union University
The chemistry program at Virginia Union University (VUU) is housed in the Department of Natural
Sciences under the newly formed School of Arts and Sciences. Students graduating with a Bachelor of
Science in Chemistry from VUU are prepared for graduate-level education, teaching and academic
careers, professional training in medicine, dentistry, pharmacy, and related health sciences, and careers
in research in the industry and the government sector. Students may also choose a track with a
secondary education endorsement. In partnership with Virginia Commonwealth University’s (VCU)
School of Engineering, selected students from VUU may pursue a combined curriculum of
undergraduate study leading to a B.S. in Chemistry from VUU in addition to a B.S. in Chemical
Engineering from VCU. The objectives of this dual degree program are to prepare students from
diverse backgrounds with the values, knowledge and skills of both fields to serve the Commonwealth of
Virginia.
Recent VUU Chemistry graduates have continued
on to graduate work at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, the University of Michigan, St.
Georges’ School of Medicine, and various schools
of pharmacy.
Some are employed at local
chemical and pharmaceutical industries across the
commonwealth. VUU Student researchers in
chemistry regularly attend local, regional, and
national American Chemical Society meetings
based on their research with VUU faculty and
summer opportunities at various other host
institutions. Exciting work underway includes the
synthesis and applications of metal-organic
frameworks in water purification, the use of plants
as chemical sensors, and the spectrophotometric
quantification of heavy metals and other contaminants in local
natural water sources. Through recent funding by the National
Science Foundation and other sources, state-of-the-art
instrumentation used by chemistry faculty and undergraduate
students in courses and research includes atomic absorption,
infrared, and UV-Vis spectroscopy, ICP-OES and a volumetric
gas analyzer for porosity measurements.

NOVEMBER MEETING OF THE VIRGINIA SECTION
The November meeting of the Virginia Section will be held in virtual
format. The meeting will be at James Madison University in
Harrisonburg with Dr. Thomas DeVore as the host. The speaker will
be Dr. Christine Hughey. Her topic will be "Beer Processomics:
Mass spectral molecular monitoring of volatile and nonvolatile
compounds in beer throughout the brewing process." Details of the
meeting and the procedure for accessing it will be in the November
Bulletin and on the Section website: www.acsva.org.
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WOMEN'S LEADERSHIP WORKSHOP
The second part of this year's Women's Leadership Workshop will be presented by the Women
Chemists Committee and the Younger Chemists Committee on Saturday, October 24, 10:00 am 12:30 pm. The Keynote Speaker will be Chanté Summers, Senior Associate Scientist at Pfizer in St.
Louis and co-chair of the Minority Affairs Committee of the St. Louis Section of the ACS. Breakout
sessions will focus on equality in the workplace, work/life balance, and networking/personal branding.
The program will use the Zoom platform. The registration link for the October 24 meeting is
https://american-chemical-society.zoom.com/meeting/register/tZckdOqtrjktHNE1C0OKVQ7SEGDJS1foSOpn
For more information, Contact Stacey Sank, Chair of the Women Chemists Committee at
stacey.x.sank@gsk.com or Julian Bobb, Chair of the Younger Chemists Committee at
bobbja@vcu.edu.

GRAHAM LECTURE AT THE UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
The annual Graham Lecture will be held on Thursday, October 15, 7:00 - 8:00 PM at
the University of Virginia in Charlottesville. Dr. Chad Mirkin, Director of the
International Institute for Nanotechnology, and the George B. Rathmann Professor of
Chemistry and Bio Eng, Biomed Eng, Materials Sci & Eng, and Medicine at
Northwestern University, will be the featured speaker. The title of his talk is
“Repurposing the Blue Print of Life for Materials Design,” The program will be at
7:00 pm and will be presented via Zoom. Here is the Zoom link.
Meeting URL:
https://virginia.zoom.us/j/93341310849?pwd=WUVWU1NHOVhpSzZKMXJhTlBNb1ZOUT09&from=msft

Meeting ID: 933 4131 0849

Passcode: 192043

If needed, phone one-tap, US: +12678310333,,93341310849# or +13017158592,,93341310849#
For more information, contact Vivian Feggans at vmf5c@virginia.edu; (434) 982-5485.

NATIONAL CHEMISTRY WEEK
This year's National Chemistry Week (NCW) is
scheduled for October 18-24. Because of COVID-19
restrictions, all events are expected to be in virtual
format. The theme for this year is "Sticking with
Chemistry." NCW is a public awareness campaign
that promotes the value of chemistry in everyday life.
The national ACS will have a wide variety of resource
materials available, including a special Sticking with
Chemistry issue of the ACS publication Celebrating
Chemistry. There will be the traditional NCW
Illustrated Poem Contest and a special Kids and
Chemistry Design Slime Kit. Dr. Kristine Smetana, Chair of the Community Activities Committee for
the Virginia Section, is developing some computer-based activities and materials for NCW. She is
looking for volunteers to help in preparing and disseminating on-line items. Contact her for more
information or to volunteer your assistance: kristine-chris@msn.com.
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*** VIRGINIA SECTION NEWS ***
ELECTION OF VIRGINIA SECTION OFFICERS FOR 2021
Ballots for voting for officers will be sent this month via email to all authorized members of the
Section. Voting must be completed by November 2. If you prefer to vote by paper ballot, please
contact Joseph Pompano at (804)852-6896; joepompano@comcast.net. Here are the nominees for
2021 offices (write-in voting is possible by electronic means or on paper ballots).

For Chair: Dr. LaChelle Waller

Virginia Commonwealth University

LaChelle Waller is an assistant professor of chemistry and serves as the director of undergraduate advising and research.
Dr. Waller received her PhD in Genetics Bioinformatics and Computational Biology from Virginia Tech. Waller’s unique
talents as a science educator and a genetics researcher provide her with the capacity to administer programs that educate
and train the next generation of diverse students in chemistry. In these positions, she enjoys administering programs, and
conducting research to improve outcomes for underrepresented minority STEM majors. Her future research will utilize
innovative technologies and natural sciences to provide direct support for underserved communities and improve K-20
STEM education. Dr. Waller received the Virginia Tech Influential Black Alumni Award: Ut Prosim Service Award in
2016, the Virginia Commonwealth University Provost Award for Excellence in Advising/Advising Innovator Award in
2017,the VCU University Student Commons & Activities Award: Advisor of the Year in 2018, and the Phenomenal
Woman National Award for Domestic Violence Advocacy in 2018. Dr. Waller was the Chair Elect of the Virginia Section
in 2020 and the Vice Chair in 2019. She is active in the National Academic Advising Association, the Virginia Academy
of Science, and the Virginia Tech Women's Leadership Education Advisory Council. She is also the founder and
Executive Director of the nonprofit organization TRAK’D. TRAK'D is dedicated to improving Science, Technology,
Engineering, Arts and Mathematics (STEAM) for youth pre-k to 5th grade and parents of at-risk and underserved
communities. Dr. Waller lives in Chester with her daughter, Destiny, who loves to dance and aspires to be a
mathematician.

For Chair Elect: Ms. Vanessa Lopez

Altria Client Services

Vanessa Lopez is a Scientist I at Altria’s Center of Research and Technology in Richmond. She has been involved in
tobacco testing for 4 years. Part of her functions at Altria include development and validation of analytical methods using
a variety of different instrumentation: HPLC, LC-MS/MS, IC, IC-MS, ICP-MS and she is currently learning GC and GCMS. Prior to Altria, she worked at Eurofins Lancaster Laboratories in the liquid and ion chromatography group, and at
Enthalpy Analytical in the metals group. She has a bachelor’s in Chemistry from Virginia Commonwealth University and
is currently looking into several Master’s programs. Vanessa has been active the Virginia Section’s Younger Chemists
Committee and has served as as a mentors in their mentorship program. She was the Vice Chair of the Virginia Section
in 2020. Vanessa resides in Richmond, Virginia with her two dogs and cat.

For Vice Chair: Dr. Jack Brown

Boehringer Ingelheim Pharmaceuticals (retired)

Jack Brown was raised in Idaho and earned a BS in Chemistry at Utah State University in Logan, Utah.
Jack stayed in Logan to pursue his Ph.D. in Chemistry under the direction of Professor Daniel L. Comins,
where he was Professor Comins’ second student. After finishing his degree, he continued his education
under the direction of Professor Albert I. Meyers at Colorado State University in Fort Collins, Colorado.
After his post-doctoral studies, he was hired by Syntex Chemicals in Boulder, Colorado as a Principal
Scientist. When Syntex was acquired by Hoffmann La Roche, he stayed there until 2002 and rose to the
rank of Distinguished Scientist while working on multiple projects, such as Naproxen® , Saquinavir® (the
first of the HIV protease inhibitors), and Tamiflu® (first drug approved for both influenza A & B). In 2002, he
was offered a position with Boehringer Ingelheim Chemicals in Petersburg, Virginia as the Manager of
Process Chemistry and stayed there until 2014 while the site was being sold and left as the Associate
Director of Process Chemistry. Between 2014 and 2019, he worked at Boehringer Ingelheim Pharmaceuticals
in Ridgefield, Connecticut as a Principal Research Scientist and retired in September 2019 as a Senior
Research Fellow. Jack has been active in the past with Scouts and was an Explorer leader, member of
Sigma Xi, awarded R & D award from Syntex Chemicals, Team award from Boehringer Ingelheim
Chemicals, and in 2011 named the ACS Southeast Regional Innovator of the year. Jack now resides in
Moseley (full-time) with his wife.
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For Treasurer: Dr. Rob Davidson

Afton Chemical

Rob Davidson is a Senior Research Scientist with Afton Chemical in Richmond. He received his B.S. degree in
Chemistry from Duke University, a Ph.D. in Organic Chemistry from the Univ. of North Carolina – Chapel Hill and his
MBA from Louisiana State University. Rob has been with Afton and its predecessor, Ethyl Corporation, for over 30 years
in a variety of R&D, Business, and Marketing roles. He has been a member of the Virginia Section for the past 26 years
and has served both as section Secretary and co-chair of the Industrial Relations Committee. Rob represented Afton on
the ACS Committee on Corporation Associates from 1999 – 2007. He is the current treasurer of the Section.

For Secretary: Dr. Julian Bobb

Virginia Commonwealth University

Julian Bobb obtained his Ph.D. in physical chemistry from the Department of Chemistry at Virginia Commonwealth
University (VCU) under the supervision of Dr. M. Samy El-Shall. He is currently a Postdoctoral Research Fellow in the
Department of Chemical & Life Science Engineering at VCU. He has been very active in the Virginia Section and
currently serves as the Chair of the Younger Chemists Committee (YCC). He coordinates the Section’s Student
Mentorship Program and has developed a wide-ranging program of activities for younger chemists. Last year he was
named the ACS Volunteer of the Year for the Virginia Section. He has written several successful grant proposals to
support the work of the YCC and the Virginia Section.

For Councilor (2021-2023): Dr. Linette Watkins

James Madison University

Linette M. Watkins is a Professor and Department Head in the Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry at James
Madison University. She received her B.S. degree in Biochemistry from Trinity University (1989) and her Ph.D. in
Biochemistry from University of Notre Dame (1996). After completing a postdoctoral appointment at Texas A&M
University, she joined the faculty at Texas State University in 1997, where she remained until moving to JMU as
department head in 2014. Her research interests focus on understanding the mechanism of enzymes involved in the
bacterial desulfurization of fossil fuels. She is actively involved in promoting early involvement in undergraduate
research, facilitating research collaborations between two year and four year college faculty, engaging two year college
students in research opportunities, and using undergraduate research as a tool for the recruitment and retention of
underrepresented students in the chemical sciences. Over the last ten years, she has mentored over 60 undergraduate
students including several from local two-year colleges. During the 2006-2007 academic year, Dr. Watkins was a
National Science Foundation Senior Discovery Corps Fellow, developing a collaborative research community between
Texas State and San Antonio College. She is an active member of the American Chemical Society, serving as a leader at
the local, regional and national levels. In the ACS, Dr. Watkins has been a strong advocate for diversity and inclusion as
the Chair of the Committee on Minority Affairs, through the ACS Scholars, and as a founding member of the Women
Chemists of Color program. She also served as a local section leader in the Central Texas local section, as Chair of the
2011 Southwest Regional Meeting, and as the organizer of Minority Affairs Subdivision programming for the Division of
Professional Relations. She currently serves as an elected member of the ACS National Council Policy Committee. In
2014, Dr. Watkins was named an ACS Fellow recognizing her outstanding achievements in and contributions to science,
the profession, and the Society. She is currently a Councilor for the Virginia Section.

For Alternate Councilor (2021-2023): Dr. Joseph Crockett

Bridgewater College

Joe Crockett is currently the A. LeRoy and Wanda H. Baker Professor of Science in the Chemistry Department at
Bridgewater College in Bridgewater, Virginia. He is the past chair of the department and has been on the faculty for 34
years. Joe is a graduate of Hampden-Sydney College (B.S. in Mathematics, 1973) and the University of North Carolina
(Ph.D.,1979). He taught at Tulane University (1977-79) and at Baker University in Kansas (1979-85) before coming to
Bridgewater in 1985. Joe has been active in the local section, serving as Vice Chair, Chair Elect, and Chair during the
period 1989-91 and again from 2011-2013. He was an Alternate Councilor from 2014 to 2019, has been a member of the
Executive Committee since 1986, and is currently a Councilor and the chair of the Safety Committee. At the national
ACS level he is a member of the Committee on Chemical Safety where he is on the education subcommittee. He has
served on task forces that have published the ACS “Guidelines for Chemical Laboratory Safety in Academic Institutions”,
the new ACS test for Chemical Health and Safety, and is currently on the task force to rewrite safety guidelines for the
ACS professional training committee. He also serves as the liaison to the Committee on Ethics. He is a member of the
Organic Division and the Chemical Health and Safety Division of the ACS.

For Trustee (2021-2023): Dr. James Demas

University of Virginia

James Demas is an emeritus professor of chemistry at the University of Virginia where he has served since1971. He
received his Ph.D. in Physical Chemistry from the University of New Mexico with Glen Crosby and was a postdoc with
Arthur Adamson at the University of Southern California. He has three times been a visiting staff scientist at Los Alamos
National Laboratory. He retired a few years ago, but is currently active in research with undergraduates. He is author of
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over 200 scientific and educational papers as well as two books. His research specialty is luminescence of metal
complexes and their applications. He has several patents using photochemistry and photophysics. Dr. Demas is also an
active member of the Virginia Section ACS where he has served well in several executive officer roles. He was the
recipient of the Virginia Section’s Distinguished Service Award in 1999. His hobbies include grandchildren, computers,
photography, biking, and cinema.

GRANTS FOR SCIENCE EDUCATION
The Virginia Section provides small grants ($50 - $500) to teachers for projects involving science
teaching. The grants can be used to purchase materials and equipment for activities in science
classrooms and laboratories. No funds are provided for personnel costs. More information and a
proposal form can be found on the Section website: acsva.org. Look for the Chemical Education tab
under “About Us,” or contact Dr. Kristine Smetana at kristine.smetana@southside.edu.

REPORT ON THE SEPTEMBER 18 SECTION MEETING
On September 18, 2020, the Virginia Section held its first virtual meeting. The meeting was hosted
by Virginia State University (VSU) and used the Webex teleconferencing system. Forty-four persons
participated in the on-line meeting. Dr. Colleen Taylor, Associate Professor of Chemistry at VSU,
organized the meeting and set up the conferencing format.
The evening began with a pre-meeting social program that was prepared by students from the
Chemistry Club at VSU. Ms. Mauriya Yancey, President of the Chemistry Club, welcomed guests
and introduced the program that was an appreciation of teachers (“Thank a Teacher”).
She described the protocol for the meeting and expressed her thanks to VSU teachers who
contributed to her success in college. She was followed by four other Virginia State students who
described their experiences and some of the teachers who were positive influences on their lives.
These students appeared in pre-recorded segments: Alaura E. Cunningham, Tijuan J. Davis,
Jarell C. Hines, and Aliah C. Jacobs. The social program also featured a chemistry trivia contest
with questions prepared by Amiaya Robinson and the other VSU students from the recorded
segment. Participants could use the Webex Chat feature to register their answers to eight questions.
There was a tie for the most correct answers—Brandi Ford and Gary Lutz each received a $10.00
gift card from Amazon.
Dr. Taylor welcomed the participants and introduced Dr. LaChelle Waller, Chair Elect of the Virginia
Section. Dr. Waller thanked VSU and Colleen Taylor for hosting this virtual meeting. She introduced
Mr. Rodney Robinson, an alumnus of Virginia State and the 2019 national Teacher of the Year who
is now a Senior Advisor for Richmond Public Schools and who is in charge of the Male Teachers of
Color Initiative. He appeared in a pre-recorded discussion on science teaching titled “Living in Your
Why.”
Dr. Waller then presented the recipients of the Section’s 2020 teaching awards. Ms. Dona Breen
from Moss-Nuckols Elementay School in Louisa County, received the DISTINGUISHED
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE TEACHER award. Ms. Anita Roane, Principal at Moss-Nuckols,
praised Ms. Breen for her outstanding work in teaching elementary school students. The
DISTINGUISHED MIDDLE SCHOOL SCIENCE TEACHER award was given to Mr. Jeffrey Peake
from Skyline Middle School in Harrisonburg. Dr. Alexis Rutt, a 7th grade science teacher at Skyline
Middle School, described some of the unique teaching methods used by Mr. Peake. Mr. Peake then
thanked the Section and displayed the plaque that he received. Gary Lutz, a teacher at Prince
Edward County High School, received the FRANKLIN D. KIZER DISTINGUISHED HIGH SCHOOL
CHEMISTRY TEACHER award. He was introduced by Ms. Ellen Sedgwick. He expressed his
gratitude for the award and noted that he and his wife were celebrating their 27th wedding
anniversary. They have a son who is in his fourth year as a Chemical Engineering major at
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in New York. Each of the three award winners received a plaque
and a check for $300. In addition, their schools each received $300 for use in enhancing science
instruction.
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Ms. Yancey then introduced Dr. Teshell K. Ponteen Green who presented an inspiring talk on
“Igniting and Maintaining the Fire: Maximizing Learning Experiences to Successfully Recruit and
Prepare Students to Thrive in the STEM Workforce.”
Dr. Samy El-Shall, Chair of the Virginia Section, thanked the teachers who were recognized for their
outstanding teaching. He noted that Jefferson cups which are traditionally presented to speakers at
Section meetings, will be sent to Mr. Robinson and Dr. Greene. He introduced Dr. Julian Bobb,
Chair of the Younger Chemists Committee, who announced the W omen Leadership Workshop that
will be held in two parts this year. The first part is scheduled for Saturday, September 26 and will
feature Ms. Susan Staniski as the Keynote Speaker. The second session will be on Saturday,
October 24. Dr. Bobb also described some other activities of the Younger Chemists Committee.
Dr. El-Shall announced that the next Section meeting, scheduled for Friday, October 16, will be a
Zoom Meeting from Virginia Union University. The speaker will be Dr. LaTia Scott. The R. Gerald
Bass Award for Exceptional Service will be presented to Dr. Ann Marie Sullivan and Dr. Michael
Hunnicutt will receive the Volunteer of the Year Award.

RECORDING OF THE SEPTEMBER 18 SECTION MEETING
If you missed the September meeting or want to review it, a recording of the Virginia
Section virtual meeting on Sept. 18 is available at this website:
https://vsu.webex.com/vsu/lsr.phpRCID=1bb16fc406bb405cb8284dcb1bda8304
The password is September18 (no space).

DEATHS
Mark C. Metcalfe received the Franklin D. Kizer Distinguished Service Award for
High School Chemistry Teaching from the Virginia Section in 2017. He passed
away on April 22, 2020 at the age of 66. He taught at Fort Defiance High School in
Augusta County for 30 years, retiring in 2017.
Joseph V. Formica passed away on August 14, 2020 at the age of 91. He was a
Professor Emeritus in the Microbiology Department at Virginia Commonwealth
University. A recognized expert on wine, Joe was the speaker at two meetings of
the Virginia Section. On December 2, 1994, he spoke at Burnley Vineyards on
“Wine–A Chemical Symphony” and on January 16, 2004, he spoke at RandolphMacon College on “Terroir and the Genesis of Quality Wine.”
Robert R. Holmes died on February 25, 2020 at the age of 91. He served in the
Chemistry Department at the University of Massachusetts for over 40 years and
published more than 250 articles. On February 9, 1968, he presented a talk to
the Virginia Section on “Chemical Applications of Nuclear Quadrupole Resonance
Spectroscopy. “
D. Rae Carpenter, former head of the Physics Department at Virginia Military
Institute, died in Lexington on May 26, 2020. He was 92 years old. He served at
VMI for 40 years and was noted for his popular physics demonstrations and the
“Dick and Rae Physics Demo Notebook.” He presented some of his demonstrations to the Virginia Section on December 6, 2011 in a meeting at the
Science Museum of Virginia in Richmond.
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WOMEN’S LEADERSHIP BREAKFAST
About a dozen ACS Women Chemists Committee (WCC) members, including Stacey Sank (WCC
Chair) and Joe Pompano (Virginia Section Immediate Past Chair), attended the W omen’s
Leadership Breakfast at the Science Museum of Virginia on Wednesday March 4, 2020. The student
speaker, Jordan Wright, was an 11-year-old homeschooler who is a Science Museum regular and
runs her own business with her three sisters called Cool Kids Science RVA. They make STEM kits
for children, host workshops, and participate in local climate change activism. The keynote speaker
was Miss America 2020, Camille Schrier. Camille shared her personal story of developing a love
for science through childhood exploration that led to her double major in biological systems
engineering and biochemistry. She performed her signature catalytic decomposition of hydrogen
peroxide. The morning was truly inspirational in sharing stories of how providing STEM opportunities
to young girls can help them to become STEM leaders at any age. Photographs provided by The
Science Museum of Virginia, Denise Walters and Kathryn Deibler. Report by Denise Walters.

Left to Right: Neda Ojaghlou, Emma
Goldman, Samantha Brock, Joe Pompano,
Stacey Sank, Denise Walters

Left to Right: Camille Schrier, Denise
Walters

Miss America 2020, Camille Schrier,
Performs the Catalytic Decomposition of
Hydrogen Peroxide

EASTERN US YCC PARTNERSHIP HOSTS A CV/RESUME WORKSHOP
On July 22, 2020, the American Chemical Society Eastern
US Younger Chemists Committee (YCC) Partnership,
comprised of YCC groups from the Northern New York,
Eastern New York, Philadelphia, Virginia, St. Louis, and
Nashville Sections, hosted a CV/Resume Workshop for the
younger chemist’s constituency via Zoom. After
introductions from the YCC chairs and career consultants,
the attendees learned more about the YCC and about the
ACS Career Consulting Program. They were then divided into groups and placed into pre-assigned
breakout rooms for 30 minute sessions with ACS career consultants. The breakout room
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assignments were based on participants’ demographic and career interests such as: academia,
industry, government, non-profit and non-traditional. The career consultants shared strategies that
can be leveraged to develop strong, attractive CVs and resumes employers will love. Seventy college
students and early career professionals participated in this workshop (59% ACS members). About
91% of them rated this event as very good or excellent while 86% felt very confident or somewhat
confident about creating a great CV/Resume an employer will love. The workshop was concluded
with a brief rapid-fire Q&A session and survey. ACS eGift Cards were given to three participants
($15, $35, and $50) during the course of the event. About twenty total volunteers were involved with
the planning, organizing, and promoting of this event. The YCC planning committee is looking into the
developing strategies to foster engagement, increase attendance and the impact of future events for
our attendees.

EASTERN US YCC PARTNERSHIP HOSTS INTERVIEW WORKSHOP
On August 13, 2020, the American Chemical Society Eastern US Younger Chemists Committee
(YCC) Partnership (see article above) hosted an Interview Workshop for the younger chemist’s
constituency via Zoom. After introductions from the YCC chairs and career consultants, the
attendees learned more about the YCC and about the ACS Career Consulting Program. Dr. Michael
Hunnicutt, Dr. Rob Davidson, Dr. Gregory Grover, and Dr. Craig Poffenberger were among the
career consultants. The participants were then divided into groups for sessions with a career
consultants. The breakout rooms assignments were based on participants’ demographic and career
interests such as academia, industry, government, and non-profit. The career consultants provided
insights into the entire interviewing process, from before to after, that can be utilized to polish
interviewing skills and stand out as strong candidates. Sixty college students and early career
professionals participated in this workshop. About 94% of them rated this event as excellent or good
while 63% felt more confident about their next job interview. The workshop concluded with a brief
rapid-fire Q&A session and survey. Three ACS eGift Cards ($15, $35, and $50) were given to
participants, courtesy of the Nashville Section Younger Chemist Committee.

EASTERN US YCC PARTNERSHIP HOSTS NETWORKING PROGRAM
On September 26, 2020, the Younger Chemists Committees (YCCs) of the Virginia,
Eastern New York, Northern New York, Philadelphia, Nashville, and St. Louis
Sections, along with the Graduate Student Society of the University of Puerto
Rico–Río Piedras, hosted “Networking 101: Perfect Your Elevator Speech” via Zoom.
Dr. William B. Tolman shared with the 17 attendees the practical aspects of crafting
a stellar presentation and delivering a great elevator speech. After his talk, some of
the attendees were given the opportunity to practice their elevator speeches with critiques by the
participants and ACS Career Consultants. W illiam B. Tolman obtained a B.S. degree from Wesleyan
University, CT, in 1983, where he performed research with Alan R. Cutler. He did graduate research
with K. Peter C. Vollhardt at the University of California, Berkeley, that culminated in a Ph.D. in
1987. He was then introduced to bioinorganic chemistry as a postdoc, 1987-1990, in the laboratory
of Stephen J. Lippard at Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Dr. Tolman is the William
Greenleaf Eliot Professor of Chemistry and Associate Dean of Arts & Sciences at Washington
University in St. Louis.

EASTERN US YCC PARTNERSHIP HOSTS WEBINAR:
A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A COMESTIC CHEMIST
On September 28, 2020, the Younger Chemists Committees (YCCs) of the Virginia,
Eastern New York, Northern New York, Philadelphia, Nashville, and St. Louis
Sections, along with the Graduate Student Society of the University of Puerto
Rico–Río Piedras, hosted “A Day in the Life of a Cometic Chemist” via Zoom. The
speaker of this event was Susy Sanchez, who currently works as a Hair Color
Research Chemist at Joseph H. Lowenstein & Sons (JHL), a family-owned company
in Brooklyn, New York. She formulates hair color products for both the domestic
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and international markets. Prior to her current role at JHL, Ms. Sanchez worked in Quality Control
where she performed meticulous analytical procedures such as HPLC on raw materials for hair
colorings as well as fur and leather in order to certify that they comply with industrial regulatory
standards. Ms. Sanchez holds a B.S. in chemistry from Binghamton University in Binghamton, New
York.
The webinar was part of a monthly series that features speakers from different chemistry fields who
share information about their career experiences. This virtual platform is flexible which makes it
easier to access speakers from across the country. At this event, Ms. Sanchez provided information
to the 33 younger chemists who attended on her educational, research, career, and prof essional
development experiences. A Q&A session followed her presentation.

[YCC articles and photos provided by Dr. Julian Bobb, Chair of the Virginia Section YCC]

CHEMISTRY SEMINARS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
October 9 - Dr. Alexander Zestos, American University, “Polymer Modified Carbon Fiber
Microelectrodes and Multielectrode Arrays for Multiplexing Neurochemical
Measurements”
October 15 - Dr. Chad Mirkin, Northwestern University, “Repurposing the Blue Print of Life for
Materials Design”
October 23 - Dr. Bhavya Sharma, University of Tennessee, Knoxville
October 28 - Dr. Chris Thomas, Ohio State University
November 6 - Dr. William Pomerantz, University of Minnesota
November 13 - Dr. Bryan Dickinson, University of Chicago

Seminars are held virtually at 3:30 pm. More information: chem@virginia.edu;
(434) 924-3344

CHEMISTRY SEMINARS AT VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITY
October 8 - Dr. Andrew Marcus, Oregon State University
October 22 - Dr. Arkadi Vigalok, Tel Aviv University
October 29 - Dr. Ronald Castellano, University of Florida
Seminars are held via Zoom at 4:00 pm. More information: chemistry@vcu.edu;
(804) 828-1298
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CHANGES IN CONTACT INFORMATION
If you have had a change in your personal information (mailing address, telephone number,
email address), please let the membership office of the national ACS know. We use the
information on their roster to communicate with our Local Section members. The correct
email address is especially important since we use those to send our meeting notices and
notification of the Bulletin postings on our website. Contact Member Services via email at
service@acs.org or call them at (800) 333-9511 or (614) 447-3776.

DEATH OF MERT FELTS
Ashton Meredith Felts, Jr. (Mert Felts) died on May 17, 2020 after a five-year
battle with cancer. Mert was an expert glassblower who worked with John
Bivens of Research Glass for many years. Mert supplied custom glassware
for many organizations and attended meetings of the Virginia Section. Mert
was also a peanut farmer and marketed Felts Peanut Farm peanuts. Here is a
quote from Mert: “Slow down, enjoy the beauty of this earth, and spend time
with family and friends. We only go through this life once.”

METRO RICHMOND STEM FAIR
The Virginia Section supports the Metro Richmond STEM Fair each year by providing gift
cards to winning students and cash awards to their schools. The 2020 Fair was held virtually
on March 28. Dr. Rob Davidson is the Virginia Section Coordinator for this project. Here are
the chemistry winners:
First Prize ($100 gift card) - Sydney Coffman, a senior at Mills E. Godwin High School
in Henrico County, “The Effect of Various Temperatures on Gel Electrophoresis Band
Resolution” [Dana Delano, teacher]
Second Prize ($75 gift card) - Avita Korrapti, a senior at Mills E. Godwin High
School in Henrico County, “The Effect of Different Light Sources on the Reaction Rate
of Elemental Iodine with Oxalate Ions” [Dana Delano, teacher]
Third Prize ($50 gift card) - Trisha Taparia, a senior at Mills E. Godwin High School in
Henrico County, “The Effect of Different Antioxidants on the Chemiluminescence of
Luminol” [Dana Delano, teacher]
Also, a check for $225 will be sent to the Science Department at Godwin High School.

CHEMISTS CELEBRATE EARTH WEEK POETRY CONTEST
The annual CCEW (Chemists Celebrate Earth Week) illustrated
poetry contest was held in April, 2019. Students in Kindergarten
through 12th grade could submit entries that related to the 2019
CCEW theme “Take Note: The Chemistry of Paper.” Each poem
was limited to no more than 40 words and had to include a handdrawn illustration of the theme. Dr. Denise Walters conducted the
contest for the Virginia Section.
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The 2019 winners were
Grades K-2 – Bhavika Bhardwaj, Rivers Edge Elementary School,
Henrico County
Grades 3-5 – Navya Bhardwaj, Rivers Edge Elementary School,
Henrico County
Grades 6-8 – Hazel Lowery, Home School
Each contest winner received a $25 gift card from Barnes and Noble.

Bhavika Bhardwaj

Navya Bhardwaj

Hazel Lowery

YCC OFFERS SELF-CARE SUNDAYS
The Eastern U,S. Younger Chemists Committee (YCC) Partnership invites you to join in a
series of Zoom self-care activities on Sundays during October (October is Self-Care Sunday
month). On October 11, LisaMarie Tersigni from Inspiring Wellness Solutions will lead a
Stress Management Workshop, 1:30-2:30 pm. The class will teach you stress-reducing
strategies in an interactive format. On October 18, there will be a 30-minute beginners Yoga
session, beginning at 2:00 pm, with plenty of time for Q&A. On October 25, there will be an
Autumn/Halloween Social from 4:00 to 5:00 pm.
The Eastern U.S. Partnership includes YCC groups from the Northern New York, Eastern
New York, Philadelphia, Virginia, St. Louis, and Nashville Sections of the ACS. Dr. Julian
Bobb is Chair of the YCC for the Virginia Section. For more information on the Self-Care
Sunday activities and other YCC events, use these information sources:
Email: vayoungerchemistscommittee@gmail.com
Website: http://acsva.org/younger-chemists/
Facebook: @ACSVAYCC
Twitter: @ACSVirginiaYCC
LindedIn: ACS Virginia Section Younger Chemists Committee
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CHEMICAL PLANT REOPENS IN PETERSBURG
AMPAC Fine Chemicals has moved into the plant in Petersburg that
formerly produced pharmaceutical chemicals for Boehringer
Ingelheim. They will manufacture ingredients for various
pharmaceutical products and will be a manufacturing partner for the
Richmond-based Phlow Corporation. Phlow has been awarded $354 million in federal funding to
manufacture essential medicines that are at risk of shortage. The Petersburg facility will produce
precursor chemicals, APIs, and finished drugs for COVID-19 treatment. AMPAC is based in
California and is owned by SK Holdings from South Korea. Phlow is also partnering with Civica Rx, a
nonprofit launched in 2018 by several health systems to address generic drug shortages in the U.S. ,
and with the Medicines for All Institute at Virginia Commonwealth University, which uses flow
technology for drug production. There may be as much as $458 million available for longer-term
production, from the Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority.
Boehringer Ingelheim operated in Petersburg from 1978 to 2014. They completed a major expansion
of their manufacturing facilities in 2009 and at one point had over 300 employees. AMPAC plans to
hire more than 110 persons over the next few years. The manufacturing site has nearly 200 acres.

THE SECTION’S FRENCH ORPHAN BOY
The officers and committee chairs for the Virginia Section in1924 who were listed in the “Look Back”
article that appeared in the July issue of The Bulletin included W. Catesby Jones as the head of the
French Orphan Committee. That committee was established in 1919 when the Section became
interested in the adoption of the orphan of a French scientist who had been a victim in the World War.
Louis Regnard was selected for support by the Section. A sum of $100 per year was provided to
assist with his education. The stipend was raised entirely by voluntary contributions from Section
members and continued for several years. Louis was born in May, 1914. His father, a civil engineer
and lieutenant in the armies of France, was killed before Auberine-sur-Suippe in September, 1915.
His father was awarded the Croix de Guerre with palm. The October, 1924 issue of The Bulletin
stated that “This lad is unusually promising and our help is needed and appreciated.”
The November, 1924 issue of The Bulletin listed these members of the French Orphan Committee:
W. C. Jones from the Virginia State Laboratory in Richmond, Committee Chairman; B. K. Steadman;
W. G. Crockett; and J. H. Yoe. This note was included in that issue: “The fund for the FRENCH
ORPHAN is not yet oversubscribed. Mr. W. Catesby Jones will be delighted to receive your check
and close this matter for the year. Let’s make it a Christmas present to Louis.” Louis’ mother
sent letters to the French Orphan Committee and some of these were read at meetings of the
Section. She stated that except for the help from the Virginia Section, she could not have supported
him and given him the proper education.
It is not known how long the Section continued to provide support for Louis Regnard, but the French
Orphan Committee does not appear on the list of Section committees after February, 1925.
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